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Abstract

We propose a two component fully-convolutional net-
work for heatmap regression to perform multi-person pose
estimation from images. The first component of the net-
work predicts all body joints of all persons visible on an im-
age, while the second component groups these body joints
based on the position of the head of the person of interest.
By applying the second component for all detected heads,
the poses of all persons visible on an image are estimated.
A subsequent geometric frame-by-frame tracker using dis-
tances of body joints tracks the poses of all detected per-
sons throughout video sequences. Results on the PoseTrack
challenge test set show good performance of our proposed
method with a mean average precision (mAP) of 50.4 and a
multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) of 29.9.

1. Introduction
Human pose estimation from images or videos is of

great interest for many applications, e.g., action recogni-
tion, sports video analytics, surveillance, and human com-
puter interaction. Although many recent methods are ca-

pable of identifying poses of multiple persons on a single
image [8, 6, 1], only few methods aim to track human poses
through videos [3], which further assists the aforementioned
applications.

Human pose estimation and tracking in the wild is a
challenging problem due to the unconstrained settings and
therefore immense variation in image appearance. To objec-
tively compare methods, carefully annotated and publicly
available datasets like PoseTrack1 are necessary. This large-
scale dataset consists of 500 video sequences with approx-
imately 20,000 frames and 120,000 body pose annotations.
As each person is annotated with a unique ID throughout the
whole video sequence, this dataset allows not only evaluat-
ing human pose estimation, but also human pose tracking.

In this work, we propose a novel fully convolutional [5]
network architecture using heatmap regression [10] to esti-
mate the pose of multiple persons from a single frame. Fur-
thermore, by employing a geometric tracker that is able to
track the identified poses throughout video sequences, we
show promising results on the PoseTrack dataset.

1https://posetrack.net
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2. Single Frame Multi-Person Pose Estimation
Our proposed network architecture combines multiple

person detection and single person pose estimation, see
Fig. 1. The network architecture consists of two compo-
nents: The first component performs multi-person detection
of all persons visible on the image, while the second com-
ponent filters these detections to predict the body joints of
the current person of interest.

The outputs of the first component are the multi-person
heatmaps of each body joint, as well as the multi-person
heatmap of the head bounding box centers. As we are inter-
ested in the pose of each individual person, the second com-
ponent needs to know, who is the current person of interest.
Therefore, we detect all visible heads on the multi-person
heatmap of head bounding box centers, by taking the local
maxima with a minimal value thead and a minimal distance
thead dist. Then, we create a mask around the head of the
current person of interest and multiply this mask with the
multi-person head heatmap.

The second component takes the multi-person heatmaps
of each body joint from the first component, as well as the
masked head heatmap as input and filters the heatmaps to
detect only the current person of interest. Thus, similar
to [7], the second component can focus on filtering infea-
sible responses on each multi-person heatmap. An element-
wise multiplication of the multi-person heatmaps from the
first component with the filtered heatmaps from the second
component results in the final single-person heatmaps. As
each of the final single-person heatmaps contains only a sin-
gle peak, we obtain the coordinate of each body joint by tak-
ing the maximum response on its single-person heatmap. To
be more robust to false detections, we remove joints, whose
heatmap value is below tjoint. Furthermore, we remove per-
sons, for whom the sum of all heatmap values for all body
joints is below tperson.

By processing the second network component for every
head detected by the first component, the network is able to
predict poses of each individual person visible on the image.

2.1. Network Architecture

The proposed network architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.
Input Preprocessing and Feature Extraction: As a first
step, consecutive convolution and pooling layers act as low
level feature extractors while simultaneously reducing the
intermediate image resolution. The network uses RGB im-
ages with a size of 896× 512 px as input, while every input
image is scaled with fixed aspect ratio to fit this size. Two
blocks consisting of two consecutive 3×3 convolutions with
128 outputs followed by 2×2 max pooling extract low-level
features and reduce the resolution to 224× 128 px.
Multi-Person FCN: A U-Net like sub-network takes the
previously extracted features as input and creates the multi-
person heatmaps. Different to the originally proposed

U-Net [9], our network uses padded convolutions to keep
input and output image size the same. Furthermore, we
use fixed nearest-neighbor upsampling for creating the next
higher level and addition instead of concatenation to com-
bine the outputs of two levels, which reduces runtime, while
keeping prediction performance high. Each intermediate
convolution layer uses 3× 3 kernels and creates 128 out-
puts. The U-Net has 6 levels with a lowest intermediate
image resolution of 4× 7 px resulting in a large receptive
field that covers the whole image.

Single-Person FCN: The inputs of this U-Net like sub-
network (with the same structure as the U-Net of the first
component) are the extracted low-level features, the pre-
dicted multi-person heatmaps of each body joint, as well as
the masked heatmap of head bounding box center of the cur-
rent person of interest. The output of this network are the fil-
tered heatmaps for the current person of interest. Multiply-
ing these filtered heatmaps with the multi-person heatmaps
from the first component results in the final single-person
heatmaps.

3. Multi-Person Pose Tracking

The proposed geometric multi-person tracker is based on
frame-by-frame matching of detected poses using minimum
median distances between all body joints of detected poses.
For every detected person, a new unique ID is assigned for
the current frame. In order to have consistent IDs for every
person over consecutive frames, we arrange tuples of per-
sons detected in the current frame and persons detected in
previous frames. For all of these tuples, we compute the
median distance between every body joint from one person
to the other. Starting from the minimum median distance
of all tuples, if this distance is under a certain threshold
tpose dist, a match between a person detected in a previous
frame and a person detected in the current frame is found.
For this match, the newly created ID for the person detected
in the current frame is set to the ID of its matching person
in previous frames. Afterwards, this ID is flagged as used,
in order to only allow for a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween every person detected in the current frame and all
previously detected persons. This process is repeated until
either all remaining combinations of tuples have distances
larger than tpose dist or all previously detected persons have
already been matched. All remaining IDs without matches
in previous frames are assumed to be previously undetected
persons. To prevent assignments of IDs for persons which
have already left the visible image area, IDs are only kept
for a limited amount of frames tmax age, afterwards they are
discarded.
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Figure 1. The proposed network architecture. Arrows denote connections; yellow boxes denote sub-networks consisting of convolution
and pooling layers. The border colors of the intermediate images have the following meaning: brown: outputs from the feature extraction
part; red: multi-person heatmaps of body joints; orange: multi-person heatmap of head bounding box centers; blue: filtered single-person
heatmaps of body joints; green: final single-person heatmaps of body joints.

4. Implementation and Training Details
We evaluate our method on the PoseTrack dataset2,

which consists of 350 training, 50 validation and 100 test-
ing video sequences. We trained and evaluated the networks
in Tensorflow. The network uses RGB images as input,
while we shift each intensity component by -128 and scale
it by 1

128 such that the range of input intensity values is [-1,
1]. In training, we perform random data augmentation. We
shift the input intensity values by [-0.25, 0.25] and scale
them by [0.75, 1.25]. The input images are randomly mir-
rored in x-axis, rotated by [-45◦, 45◦], scaled by [0.5, 1.5]
and translated by [-100, 100]. All random transformations
sample from a uniform distribution within the specified in-
tervals.

We optimized the networks using Adam and its pro-
posed default parameters [4] with a learning rate of 0.00005.
We use a mini-batch size of 4 and optimize the networks
for 1,000,000 iterations. Each intermediate convolution has
a ReLU activation function, while the layers generating
heatmaps have a TanH activation function. The convolu-
tion biases are initialized with 0; the weights are initialized
as described in [2] and have an L2 decay of 0.0005. The
network loss is the sum of two L2 losses, i.e., (1) the multi-
person heatmap of the head bounding box centers, and (2)
the single-person heatmaps (see Fig. 1).

We create the target heatmap image of the head bound-

2https://posetrack.net

ing box centers as follows: Each head is represented as an
image of a 2D Gaussian centered at the position of the head
bounding box. The Gaussian is set to have σ = 2 px and
scaled to a maximum value of 1. The target multi-person
heatmap is calculated by taking the maximum over all head
heatmap images of all persons on the input image. As on
some images not all persons are annotated, the creators of
the PoseTrack dataset supplied a pixel-wise mask of the an-
notated persons. To prevent overfitting due to loss calcula-
tion outside the valid region, we multiply the differences of
prediction and target with this mask before calculating the
loss of the head bounding box centers.

We create the target single-person heatmaps as follows:
Each body joint of the person of interest is represented as an
image of a 2D Gaussian centered at the position of the body
joint. Each of these Gaussian images is the target single-
person heatmap of the respective body joint. The param-
eters of the Gaussians are the same as used for the head
bounding box heatmaps. In cases where we do not know
the exact position of a body joint due to missing annota-
tions, we still want the network to generate responses to
prevent overfitting. Therefore, we do not care what the net-
work predicts and do not calculate the loss for body joint
heatmaps with a missing annotation.

To create the mask of head of the person of interest
for the second network component, we create a Gaussian
heatmap with σ = 4 px on the position of the head bound-
ing box center. In network training, we do not perform local
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Set Head Sho Elb Wri Hip Knee Ank mAP
val 73.1 64.2 56.1 43.0 48.9 43.7 39.1 53.9
test 66.6 60.6 51.4 42.4 43.5 41.7 38.7 50.4

Table 1. Single-frame multi-person pose estimation results show-
ing the mean average precision (mAP).

Set MOTA MOTP Prec Rec
val 36.8 50.3 73.2 61.7
test 29.9 17.3 66.9 62.3

Table 2. Multi-person pose tracking results showing the multiple
object tracking accuracy (MOTA) and precision (MOTP).

maxima detection of the head bounding box centers, as de-
scribed in Sec. 2, but take the groundtruth position.

We obtained values of the parameters defined in
Sec. 2 and 3 with grid search and set them as fol-
lows: thead = 0.2; thead dist = 4; tjoint = 0.3; tperson = 3;
tpose dist = 200; tmax age = 10.

5. Results

We evaluate our proposed method on the PoseTrack val-
idation set and on the partial PoseTrack test set. The indi-
vidual values were obtained by submitting our predictions
to the PoseTrack evaluation server. In Table 1, we show
quantitative results for single-frame multi-person pose esti-
mation with the commonly used [8, 3] mean average preci-
sion (mAP). In Table 2, we show quantitative results for
multi-person pose tracking with the metrics multiple ob-
ject tracking accuracy (MOTA) and multiple object tracking
precision (MOTP) as used by [3].

6. Conclusion

We have presented a method for multi-person pose esti-
mation and tracking. Our proposed architecture integrates
multi-person detection and single-person pose estimation
within a single fully convolutional network, trained in an
end-to-end manner. A geometric tracker matches the pre-
dicted poses frame-by-frame to create unique IDs for each
person throughout entire video sequences. Results on the
PoseTrack dataset are promising and await further compar-
ison with other methods.
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